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Often priests are known to avoid difficult or complex theological controversies by 

simply saying, “Well, it’s a mystery.” For some reason that has the ability to bring a halt to 

a conversation. But to say a statement of faith is a “mystery” must never be understood as 

ending a conversation. Rather, to say a faith statement is a “mystery” is to attest we cannot 

say enough about it. The conversation can never end, but is forever as unfathomable as it 

is memorable. 

Images and symbols of these past three days and nights encompass a lifetime of 

meditation and mystery: a washing of feet, breaking of bread and sharing of cup, 

predictions of denial, trembling and tears in a garden, arrest at night, crowning with 

thorns, and carrying one’s own cross. At a trial before the foreign governor of occupying 

forces, hostile mobs, stirred to rage by religious leaders, demanded the death of an 

innocent while supporting the release of a murderous revolutionary. The innocent 

condemned suffers a torturous and humiliating death witnessed by his mother, and then 

his body is placed in a tomb.  

Today we encounter some more events of this mystery moving us forward: women 

coming to the tomb at daybreak, discovery of its emptiness, divine witnesses proclaiming 

“He has been raised,” with women responding with fear and then renewed faith as they 

return to tell the others. All these events and so many more become words and images that 

are unforgettable and yet unexplainable.  

Each is a mystery in its own right and worthy of timeless conversations and 

discovery. Collectively they raise humanity from despair and hostility to a new humanity 

now bathed in divine glory. These mysteries can fuel the imagination with a compelling 

desire to follow in the footsteps of the man from Nazareth and discover within the divine 

Son of God. Collectively, these mysteries draw from us faithful and generous service. 

Collectively, these mysteries, forever present in the church, inspire the faithful for centuries 

and millennia.  

In all of these words and events and countless others in Scripture, we find abundant 

meaning for our own lives, infinite hope, inexhaustible mercy, and the divine promise for 

redemption and eternal life. We can begin unlocking these mysteries pondering the same 

words spoken by divine witnesses to the women who came, “Why do you seek the living one 

among the dead?” (and) “Remember what he said to you while he was still in Galilee.” 

The women were unable to answer “why we seek the living one among the dead” and 



neither can we. But the inability to answer never means an inability to respond. Receiving 

the question and responding in faith will open and empty the tombs of our own lives, and 

open and empty the tombs of our world.  

Resurrection becomes the lens through which we view the world. The glorified 

humanity of the Risen Christ becomes “the end all and be all” of what it means to be truly 

human. Through that lens we interpret our own life, the lives of family and friends, and the 

life of all communities as to whether or not they build up or tear down a truly human 

identity.  

Through that lens of Resurrection, we understand our basic goodness and shared 

dignity with all humanity. Through the lens of Resurrection, we also acknowledge the 

corruption of sin’s influence in our hearts but also the greater power of God’s mercy flowing 

through the cross and Resurrection of our Savior. 

Through the lens of Resurrection, we realize in faith the continual presence of divine 

glory and love throughout the world bringing all creation to redemption and salvation. 

Through the mysteries of Our Lord’s life, death and Resurrection we begin 

conversations opening their meaning and purpose for our own life and the life of the whole 

world.  

So why do we so often search for the Living One among the dead? This question has 

huge implications for the way we live as a nation, as community, as families and as church. 

Our national election year is manifesting such fear, paranoia, and demagoguery as has not 

been witnessed in many decades. Why do we seek the Living One among the dead? Why do 

we still imitate Good Friday’s hostile voices of angry mobs condemning the innocent while 

raising the demagogic bully to the status of celebrity hero and secular savior? 

“Remember what he said to you when he was still in Galilee?” Those words contained 

in the great Sermon on the Mount or the parables describe a Kingdom of God where 

everyone is cared for and cared about. His words spoken in Galilee welcome those who were 

cast aside, healed those who are wounded and convicted those hearts too cold to care. His 

words in Galilee cast out the demons raging with such hostility no one dared approach or 

resist. 

Peter Maurin, along with Dorothy Day founded The Catholic Worker movement 

during the Great Depression of the 1930’s, establishing soup kitchens, classrooms for 

Catholic social teaching, and advocacy on behalf of the poor, the wage earner, and those 

left out of society’s benefits.  



He wrote newspaper columns when both fascism and communism were rapidly rising 

across Europe and rattling American society as well. Maurin rejected both totalitarian 

regimes and supported Pope Pius XI’s encyclical on Catholic social teaching. Commenting 

on the papal encyclical, he writes, “The Holy Father asks us to reconstruct the social order. 

The social order was constructed by the first Christians through the daily practice of the 

Seven Corporal and Seven Spiritual Works of Mercy. To feed the hungry at a personal 

sacrifice, to clothe the naked at a personal sacrifice, to shelter the homeless at a personal 

sacrifice, to instruct the ignorant at a personal sacrifice were the works of the first 

Christians in times of persecution.” 

Peter Maurin, Dorothy Day, and many other Catholic writers and leaders of their time 

endorsed and promoted the works of mercy as one response to the great levels of 

impoverished people at a corresponding time of totalitarian promises for prosperity and 

security.  

If the works of mercy sound familiar, they indeed are, as Pope Francis has promoted 

them in a powerful way for this Jubilee Year of Mercy. In our own time, we face issues of 

economic collapse followed by recovery for some but not all, the rising tide of religious 

fundamentalism with fanatical tyranny, a radical secularism denying anything spiritual or 

transcendent, imperiled ecological systems soon to collapse from human abuse and yet 

another era of fearing the stranger and foreigner.  

Pope Francis writes, “It is my burning desire that, during this Jubilee, the Christian 

people may reflect on the corporal and spiritual works of mercy. It will be a way to reawaken 

our conscience, too often grown dull in the face of poverty. And let us enter more deeply 

into the heart of the Gospel where the poor have a special experience of God’s mercy. Jesus 

introduces us to these works of mercy in his preaching so that we can know whether or not 

we are living as his disciples.” 

We serve the vulnerable ones from the infant in the womb to the children in the 

sweat shop; from the disabled neighbor hoping to remain at home; to the homeless ones 

escaping war or tyranny. We promote the dignity of all people from the hungry child in an 

empty apartment to the addict in the alley way. We advocate on behalf of fragile ecological 

systems meant to sustain all people today and for generations to come. 

Humble and generous service represented by the works of mercy is not the complete 

answer or full response to the many crisis of our time. But the works of mercy are a 

significant first step and an indispensable component of any response or action. In our 

political world, we are called to build bridges and not walls. We are called to enter into 



meaningful dialogue with disarmed hearts, listening to those we disagree with. Such 

genuine and humble efforts can reveal the next steps to communities that are truly human, 

bathing in divine glory, and celebrating the common human dignity of all people. 

The Church teaches with certainty that all of Christ’s saving actions have passed into 

the life of the Church, particularly the Sacraments, and most particularly The Eucharist. 

Here we encounter the crucified and Risen Christ. But here we also encounter Christ 

forgiving sins, healing the sick, calling each of us by name, building us up in faith, hope 

and love. Here we discover the Living One among the living and the more we discover him 

here, the more we will recognize him in every moment of our daily life.  

Discovering the Risen One here will empower us to likewise discover the Risen One in 

everyone we meet and to serve The Risen Lord by serving their needs with simple and 

humble but profound service. “But, you may ask, “How is this possible for Christ to abide 

in me as well as the person we seek to serve?” Well, it’s a mystery. 

  
 

 
 
 


